MELC - A GREAT LEAP TO MAKE EDUCATION AMIDST PANDEMIC
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The K -12 Curriculum which aims to provide sufficient time for mastery of concepts and skills, develop lifelong learners, and prepare graduates for tertiary education, middle- leveled skills development, employment and entrepreneurship needs to modify its curriculum due to the unexpected CORONA VIRUS.

The Most Essential Learning Competencies or MELC had compressed the Curriculum in order to complete the Learning system which will start on October this year. These learning competencies include knowledge, understanding, skills and attitudes that students need to demonstrate in every lesson.

These competencies are needed to be unpacked in order to meet the number of lessons to be taught in every Quarter period of the school calendar. The unpacking of the competencies will be used the teacher to create a lesson wherein the most important lesson is to be taught considering the time and the mode of learning system now a days.

DepEd Undersecretary Nepomuceno Malaluan said on May 21, 2020 that the new curriculum which is the MELC is compressed and will be the used for this school year 2020- 2021 among private and public education in the whole nation. It was indeed a great leap to make Education possible amidst pandemic.
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